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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Microscopes Carson.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN

        The user manual for the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Optics  -  Microscopes  -  Microscopes.
        


        The MS-100UN Biological Microscope Kit from Carson combines a 100-1000x biological microscope and a universal digiscoping adapter for smart devices. Together they comprise a versatile kit that enables you not only to view your samples with your eyes but also to take pictures and videos with your favorite smart device. 

 The monocular viewing MS-100UN Biological Microscope is a three-objective optic with variable bottom LED illumination, a 360° rotating head, and a 45° inclined wide-field 10x eyepiece. This microscope also features 100x, 400x, and 1000x total magnifying power, a metal 4.5x5" square stage with a movable precision specimen bracket, and a 1.25 Abbe condenser. To provide you with more control over illumination and image detail, the microscope's stage has a built-in iris diaphragm and includes a blue filter. With coarse-fine focusing and a precision specimen bracket with vernier position dials, you will be able to obtain crisp image clarity and accurately move your sample across the field of view in two dimensions. The power adapter is compatible with 110-240V international electrical outputs and does not require an optional voltage converter. 

 To offer you an opportunity to take pictures and videos of your samples with your smart device, this kit includes an IS-100 HookUpz Universal Adapter for digiscoping without the EVO case. This adapter allows you to connect most smartphones to the microscope except phablets Samsung Galaxy Note, iPhone 6 Plus, and Lumina 920. Additionally, the adapter is compatible with most sports optics that have eyepieces with diameters from 20mm to 58mm but will not work with riflescopes. An added convenience is a self-centering clamp that helps you to align the optical path of the microscope's eyepiece with a camera of your smart device. Using two point-alignment lock knobs, the adapter needs to be aligned only once and ensures repeatability of optical alignment for subsequent use. With a single-arm clamp, repeated attachment and quick-release of your device are quick and easy.        
      
	        
        If you own a Carson microscopes and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN:
 Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit (110-240V)
 This Bundle Includes:
 	 MS-040 Biological Monocular Microscope 
	 [bookmark: kitSpecs924946] 
	 HookUpz Universal Optics Adapter for Smartphones 
	 [bookmark: kitSpecs1028658] 

 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new microscopes, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Carson users keep a unique electronic library
        for Carson microscopess,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the microscopes.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Carson service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN. User manuals are also
        available on the Carson website under Optics  -  Microscopes  -  Microscopes.
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      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Carson MS-100UN Biological Monocular Microscope Kit MS-100UN - no comments have been made yet - be the first to add a comment 
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